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01.
Introduction
While legal domestic markets exist for some species, international trade in endangered
species listed on Appendix 1 of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (‘CITES’) is prohibited. Interpol has estimated the
value of the illegal international wildlife trade at between $10bn and $20bn per year.

A growing number of organisations are working
to address the illegal wildlife trade in China and
Viet Nam.
The work can generally be categorised
into two parts:
1) Understanding the trade; and
2) Affecting the trade – principally through
efforts to influence consumers or legislators.
A vast body of work of both kinds has been
carried out. The two principal international
initiatives to coordinate the NGO response to
the illegal wildlife trade, United for Wildlife and
The Clinton Global Initiative, have identified
the need for greater information sharing
and collaboration between those working in
the sector. Stop Ivory, in its support for the
Elephant Protection Initiative, recognises
that elephant range states need to better
understand the demand market landscape
in order to determine how best to engage in
worldwide citizen education on the matter.

This report has been commissioned by Stop
Ivory for the Elephant Protection Initiative and
the Royal Foundation in order to assist in the
planning and development of interventions to
address the illegal wildlife trade and for the
benefit of all those engaged and interested in
the issue of the illegal wildlife trade.

FIG 1. | Demand-side intervention model
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02.
Summary of Aims
This report aims to set out for the first time in one central resource a summary and
analysis of the major market (or ‘demand-side’) initiatives carried out over the last 10
years in two key consumer markets, China and Viet Nam, for four taxa: elephant, rhino,
tiger and pangolin and provide an overview and analysis of their findings and outputs.

For the four taxa highlighted by the Royal
Foundation’s United For Wildlife coalition,
this report aimed to comprehensively scope
the activities taking place to address demand
in consumer countries for illegal wildlife by
mapping existing campaigns, educational
initiatives and market interventions used to
initiate changes in either consumer behaviour
or policy/legislation by bringing together in
one resource information analysing:
t.BSLFUQSPGJMF: the size, location,
and demand drivers of the consumer
market, including profile and number
of consumers, and consumers’ reasons
to buy in each market;
t*OUFSWFOUJPOMBOETDBQF initiatives which
have been conducted by organisations
operating in this area through providing a
comprehensive catalogue of these activities.

This report is structured to address, by
reference to each taxon, its specific aims,
which are to:
t4VNNBSJTFJOJUJBUJWFTDVSSFOUMZCFJOH
undertaken to understand and affect the
illegal wildlife market in China and Viet Nam,
including consumer behaviour and drivers
behind this;
t1SFTFOUUIJTDVNVMBUJWFLOPXMFEHFJOBO
easily digestible and understandable format;
t"OBMZTFUIFTPDJFUBMBOEHFPHSBQIJDTDPQF
of these initiatives and associated resource
allocation;
t"TTFTTHBQTBOERVFTUJPOTBSJTJOHGSPN
the information gathered;
t*EFOUJGZPQQPSUVOJUJFTBOENBLF
recommendations; and
t1SPWJEFBCBTJTGPSEJTDVTTJPOPO
further and future collaboration
between interested parties.
This report sets out its findings by reference
to the market intervention model in Figure [1].

This report has
annexed to it an
extensive bibliography,
complete with weblinks
where possible and a
database detailing each
project that has been
reviewed.

03.
Scope

This report takes as its scope initially:
t Activities which have taken place over the last
10 years to date to address demand for
elephant, rhino, tiger, pangolin and derived
products;
t Activities taking place in China and Viet Nam
given their position as key demand markets
for the consumption of elephant ivory and
rhino horn, as well as tiger and pangolin;
t Initiatives undertaken by the members
of United for Wildlife and other major
international actors, as well as key local
players currently having significant impact.
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04.
Methodology

From initial high-level research and a pilot
series of face-to face interviews conducted
in Viet Nam on rhino horn initiatives, the
following methodology was employed:
(i) Interviews and desktop research
established the number of organisations
who are currently, or have previously,
undertaken initiatives to reduce demand
for endangered species through:
(a) understand the market
(b) understand consumers
(c) influence consumer behaviour
(ii) Using the member organisations of
United for Wildlife as a starting point,
contact was made with representatives
from organisations currently known, or
who have been known in the past, to be
undertaking demand reduction initiatives.
(iii) From the initial pilot study undertaken
in Viet Nam, it was determined that
RVBMJUBUJWFEBUBXPVMECFHBUIFSFEPOBOZ
work done through a series of face-to-face
interviews with individuals representing
these organisations, and where this was
not possible, a detailed interview
was be conducted by video conference or
telephone call;
(iv) Data or reports produced by organisations
JOUFSWJFXFEXFSFSFRVFTUFEXIFSFQPTTJCMF
and this was collated into a comprehensive
database.

Analysis of the data was then carried out to
(a) establish gaps in activity and knowledge;
(b) identify overlaps or synergies between
bodies of work;
(c) generate recommendations for effective
future work or collaborations to advance
the existing body of knowledge and
interventions.
Infographics were then prepared and an
accompanying report written. The report
was then circulated to an identified group
of experts in the field whose comments
were incorporated.

05.
Findings
China and Viet Nam are consistently highlighted as consumer markets of key
importance for the wildlife taxa covered in this report, with Viet Nam in particular
having seen unprecedented demand for some wildlife products in recent years.
(Felbab-Brown, 2011; Traffic, 2008).
General Observations | Market characteristics

China and Viet Nam are
primary demand markets

Affluence is driving
demand

Throughout the period 2009-2013 successive
ETIS analyses have identified China as the
leading destination for illegal ivory. Viet Nam
is cited as the leading destination for illegal
rhino horn, with China also cited as ‘stepping
back into the trade’ based on data of seizures
there (TRAFFIC, 2013). China and Viet Nam
are also highlighted as consumer countries
of concern for the illegal tiger trade (Stoner &
Pervushina, 2013). For Asian pangolins, China
is also cited as the key consumer market with
Viet Nam also featuring as a demand market
of importance (Challender, 2011). For African
pangolin species, though evidence is limited,
a potentially growing intercontinental trade in
pangolin derivatives between African range
states and East Asian markets has been
identified (Challender and Hywood, 2012).

Wealth, rather than poverty, appears to be
a strong driver of demand in South East
Asia (TRAFFIC, 2013, CITES, 2014). While
purchases of wildlife products have been
traditionally made for medicinal, food, and
decorative reasons, economic development in
the region has resulted in increased affluence
and disposable income resulting in the
dramatic increase of consumption of wildlife
products as luxury consumer goods. The
growth of South East Asian economies and
increasing wealth is cited as underpinning
increasing demand (TRAFFIC, 2008).

Rarity increases desirability
Though specific reasons behind consumers’
decision to buy or consume varies according
to animal product, the research examined
suggests that in general, consumer demand
appears to be fuelled by rarity, increasing
desirability. As such purchasing these items
has become a signifier and enhancer of status
given the twin characteristics of high value and
scarcity.
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Use in traditional medicine Investment value
In many cases there is also a long-standing
underlying cultural tradition of using products
made from these species in traditional
medicine, though in cases such as rhino horn,
contemporary usage has evolved substantially
from its origins to becoming a alleged cure for
cancer, as well as a treatment marketed to the
affluent to treat complaints related to affluent
lifestyles, such as excessive food or drink
consumption.

Growth of Africa-China
trade links

Newer drivers include the perceived
investment value of some illegal wildlife
products. IFAW describes how shrinking
returns on traditional investments such as
stocks and real estate are driving Chinese
investors to buy elephant ivory, rhino horns
and tiger-bone wine. These are new asset
classes based on ancient Chinese traditions
and the increasing rarity of certain wildlife
species. For example, elephant ivory products
are increasingly promoted for their perceived
investment value by collection websites,
auction houses, arts and crafts and other
speciality purveyors (IFAW, 2011).

Increasing Chinese presence in Africa, as
described in part by the growth of Africa-China
trade flows, has been substantial. This growth
has taken place alongside the escalation in
rhino poaching and ivory seizures. The growth
of Asian-African trade links has also been cited
as a driver behind the illegal trade of African
pangolin species (Challender and Hywood,
2012). Fig 2 illustrates ivory seizure data and
rhinos poached against the growth of China –
Africa trade. These trade links look set to grow
in the future. (World Bank, ETIS, IUCN/SSC,
AfRSG, TRAFFIC & CITES, South African Dept
of Environmental Affairs.)

Online trade as a conduit
The online trade has been identified as a
highly relevant threat as a conduit in the
illegal wildlife trade. As of April 2010, China
became the largest online user country in
the world (IFAW, 2011) and overtook the US
as the biggest online shopper in 2013 (Bain
& Co, 2013). Chinese Internet users now
number over 610 million as at end January
2014 – nearly twice as many users as there
are people in the US1. Due to its autonomous
nature, global reach (raising a number of law
enforcement issues), and its use in building
effective national and international networks
(Stoner and Pervushina, 2013), the online
market place has become an area of focus for
several organisations monitoring the illegal
wildlife trade and a number of surveys and
interventions have been carried out.
1 | http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/
the-switch/wp/2014/01/31/china-hasalmost-twice-as-many-internet-users-asthe-u-s-has-people/

FIG 2. | The Growth of China – Africa trade, in relation to Ivory and Rhino seizure data
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General Observations | Nature of demand side initiatives
Over 130 demand-side initiatives have been profiled in this report addressing the four
taxa within scope. Those addressing general demand for wildlife consumption across
species are mapped in Fig.3. Maps of further species–specific initiatives are detailed
in each of the chapters focussing specifically on Elephant ivory (Fig.6), Rhino (Fig.9),
Tiger (Fig.12) and Pangolin (Fig.15).

Demand Reduction
Leaders
Demand reduction has been a focus of
organisations such as TRAFFIC, WildAid
and IFAW for over a decade in some cases.
This includes the collecting of survey data
to understand the market for illegal wildlife
as well as the creation of behaviour change
campaigns. More recently, demand reduction
has become an area of focus addressed by
other organisations.

Species bias
The greatest number of initiatives to date
have addressed ivory demand. Tiger demand
reduction initiatives, and more recently
rhino interventions outnumber pangolin
demand–side initiatives substantially. The
recommendation of the IUCN SSG Pangolin
Specialist Group are notable in filling this gap
(Challender and Baillie 2014).

Marketing techniques
.BSLFUJOHUFDIOJRVFTTVDIBTBEWFSUJTJOH 13 
and celebrity endorsement are being widely
employed in campaigns.

Online trade
Tackling the online trade has been a feature of
a number of initiatives, most notably market
monitoring and the June 2012 declaration by 15
of China’s leading commerce sellers to adopt a
zero-tolerance policy to their platforms being
used to conduct trade in illegal wildlife.

Objectives
In general, these demand side initiatives
can be categorised as follows:
Objectives:
4VQQMZ3FEVDUJPO
%FNBOE3FEVDUJPO
Each with subcategories of:
3FTFBSDI.BQQJOH%BUB
Awareness
&EVDBUJPO
-BXFOGPSDFNFOU
1PMJDZDSFBUJPO
1MFEHF$PNNJUNFOU
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General Observations | Consumers and their reasons to buy
Surveys to map demand have been underway in China since prior to 2000, when
TRAFFIC and subsequently IFAW began regular surveying of the illegal wildlife trade
and consumers through a series of marketplace and public opinion surveys. A summary
of surveys conducted is presented in Fig.4.

Surveys focused on ivory have proliferated
over the last 10 years. More recently, a number
of organisations have carried out consumer
awareness surveys in China and in Viet Nam
to better understand consumer demand for
rhino horn. There are relatively fewer surveys
relating to consumer behaviour around
tigers though several thorough surveys of
the marketplace and seizure data have been
conducted (TRAFFIC, 2013). Consumer
attitudes towards pangolin use are mainly
found in the context of research papers,
though a body of survey data relating to the
market and Asian trade flows was coordinated
by TRAFFIC in 2008.

Survey methodology varies, as does
TVCTFRVFOUGJOEJOHT/PUBCMFPNJTTJPOTBSF
i. Market analysis and trade flows around rhino
horn use in China
ii. Consumer opinion data on rhino horn use in
China
iii. Recent consumer opinion data around tiger
part use in both China and Viet Nam
iv. Recent consumer opinion data around
pangolin consumption in both China and
Viet Nam
A comparison of consumer profiles as revealed
by surveys conducted to date are featured in
the species-specific sections that follow.

Research/mapping

FIG 3. | Nature of Demand-side Initiatives
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FIG 4. | Survey Mapping 2004-2014
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I.

Species specific findings | Ivory
Recent surveys show that ivory is bought by diverse consumer groups. At the high-end,
the growing appeal of ivory as a collector’s item has seen growing interest in ivory as
an investment purchase, characterised as ‘white gold’. At the lower end, a segment of
fashionable young women are targeted in China by Thai suppliers of ivory bracelets
and trinkets, which are positioned as pretty, desirable purchases to make on holiday
(WCS/CIC, 2013). One study (Natgeo, 2013) revealed that 80% of the higher income
households surveyed in a number of China’s largest cities had bought one item of
elephant ivory in the past.’ With China’s population standing at approximately
1.39bn, comfortably the most populous country in the world today, demand at
current levels appears to be supporting a rise in prices and number of animals
killed to supply the trade.
Summary of market | Size of
market
The growth of the market for elephant ivory
by consumers most notably in China may be
charted both by an examination of poaching,
ivory seizure and price data and by an analysis
of consumer attitude data.
PIKE data, ETIS figures and weights of ivory
seizures, and mortality curves from specific
populations show an apparent but statistically
insignificant increase after 1999, and a rapid
and highly significant acceleration after
2008 to 2012 (Kenya Elephant Forum, 2013).
Seizure data has escalated in size over the
period shown in Fig 5, and Save the Elephants
estimates an average of 33,000 elephants
were lost to poachers annually between 2010
and 2012 3 .
An analysis of price rises per kilogram of
raw ivory in China shows significant rises
between 2010 and 2014, growing from $750
(£437) in 2010 to $2,100 (£1225) in 2014 and
representing a trebling in price. This follows a
previous trebling in prices 4 between 2005 and
2011 (IFAW, 2011).

2 | http://worldpopulationreview.com/
countries/china-population/
3 | http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jul/03/price-ivory-chinatriples-elephant

Throughout the period 2009-2013 successive
ETIS analyses have identified China as the
leading destination for illegal ivory 5. Using
the ETIS Transaction Index as a reflection of
growing ivory demand, Chinese involvement
in the illicit ivory trade has grown by 3.5%
per annum since 1998 with a greater rate of
increase in recent years. There was also a
reported surge in cross border trade between
China and Viet Nam during this period. A 2008
survey and study of the Viet Nam ivory market
conducted by TRAFFIC noted that whilst the
scale of the market remained modest on a
global scale, the great increase in prices of
raw and worked ivory, the larger number of
outlets selling ivory, and the observed upsurge
in activity of craftsmen working ivory between
2001 and 2008 all strongly suggested that
demand for ivory was rising (TRAFFIC, 2008).
Since that time seizure data notably included
the uncovering of 11 tonnes of ivory destined
for Viet Nam and the Philippines between
October 2008 and March 2009
(Kenya Elephant Forum, 2013).

4 | http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jul/03/price-ivory-chinatriples-elephant

5 | Thailand has emerged as a major end-use
ivory market. TRAFFIC 2013 estimates the
size of the market to be around a third of
the size of the Chinese market, and cites
the purchase-and-carry-home trade of
foreign tourists as a driver for this growth.
The number of ivory products on sale in
Bangkok has nearly trebled in the past year
(TRAFFIC, 2014).

Summary of Market | Drivers of Demand
Growth of demand is attributed to a mix of factors,
underpinned by economic growth, market liberalisation, and
increased affluence providing a growing segment of consumers
with the economic capacity to purchase ivory.

Cultural value
Deep-seated cultural attitudes appear to frame
the perception of ivory as a form of aspirational
purchase. Therefore the increased capacity to
afford to buy ivory products by a burgeoning
middle class created by China’s economic
boom over recent years may in turn have
underpinned the growth
of ivory’s consumer base.
As Tom Milliken of TRAFFIC International notes
in a 2013 interview with UK newspaper The
Guardian 6, ‘Ivory, historically, was a substance
from which Chinese artisans would produce
magnificent sculptures. But these offerings
were only available to the imperial court and
the aristocracy in different Chinese dynasties,
and perhaps exceedingly wealthy business
people. Now, with the phenomenal economic
growth that China has experienced, you
have more disposable income, more wealth
distributed through the population than ever
before. So even middle-class people are able to
own pieces of ivory. And ivory confers status.’

Opening of legal market
and legal supply
The sale approved by CITES in 2008 is
thought to have spurred production and trade
of ivory products in China and stimulated
the demand for ivory from a growing class
of wealthy consumers purchasing ivory
products as collectables and investment
vehicles, according to IFAW. This influx of ivory
generated a substantial increase in the number
of factories and retail outlets licensed to trade
ivory (IFAW, 2011).
IFAW notes that after the establishment of the
ivory registration system in 2004 by China’s
State Forestry Administration (SFA), there was
a significant increase in both ivory processing
and retail stores. Within three years, authorised
ivory processing manufacturers increased
from 9 to 17 and accredited wholesalers and
retailers increased from 31 to 87.

Illegal supply
Access to the source of ivory has grown as
Chinese presence in Africa has grown to
unprecedented levels. This has led to active
engagement in ivory sourcing and consumption
(TRAFFIC, 2013). Transactions are enacted by
organised transnational criminal syndicates,
which appear to be Asian-run but Africanbased operations, further driving the illegal
ivory trade (TRAFFIC, 2013).

6 | http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/jan/23/china-rise-illegalivory
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Laundering / Restricted
legal supply
Further stimulating demand, under the
cover of “legality” the expanded legal market
is thought to have given some ivory carving and
retail enterprises the opportunity to violate the
law. IFAW (2011) revealed that a number
of illegal ivory trade facilities sprang up to fill
the demand gap left by the limited amount
of legally imported ivory.

Foreign exchange
incentives
Currency fluctuations may also have fuelled
demand to some extent, given that the strength
of the Chinese Yuan against the US dollar
provides a favourable incentive for Chinese to
purchase ivory in US dollars, in turn making it
attractive for illegal traders to engage in ivory
smuggling operations (IFAW, 2011). In overseas
markets where illegal ivory is sourced, the
strengthened RMB provides more purchasing
power for Chinese buyers who convert Chinese
Yuan to US dollars for ivory purchases. The
illegally obtained ivory, when successfully
smuggled into China and sold under the cover
of the legal market, can bring substantial
profits (IFAW, 2011).

Revival of carving industry
A revival of traditional arts and crafts as a
means of exhibiting status has contributed to
ivory products being termed as “white gold” by
Chinese collectors and investors, with products
fetching high prices at auction (IFAW, 2011).
From 2010-2011, the total number of ivory
items auctioned on record in mainland China
doubled and total sale volume increased by
170% (IFAW, 2011).

Investment climate
Rising prices have further led to ivory being
described as a new ‘asset class’ for investment,
particularly given low rates of return from
USBEJUJPOBMBTTFUDMBTTFTTVDIBTFRVJUJFT
and property.
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FIG 7. | Who are the consumers, and why do they buy?

Middle to upper classes
(CI/Freeland, 2012)

CULTURAL RELICS

Social currency

Cultural links to defining status
given that ivory carvings have
traditionally been bought/
owned by privileged elite
(IFAW, 2007)

INVESTMENT
Value grows as item
becomes more rare/
desirable (IFAW 2007)
Dubbed ‘white gold’ by
investors for investment
value, with items rising in
price at auction (IFAW, 2011)

Tradition
Luxury

50%
Described ivory
as a rarity
(Natgeo 2013)

<20%
Associate owning
with animal cruelty
(Natgeo 2013)
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Female city dwellers
(WCS social media survey 2013)

Ornamental

Souvenir

TRINKETS

Fashion/souveniers bought on
holiday (WCS, 2013)

Fashion

34%
Believe ivory comes
from elephants who
die naturally
(WildAid 2012)

FIG 8. | Rhino horn
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II.

Species specific findings | Rhino
Demand has driven rhino horn prices to highly inflated levels, with media reports
citing prices of $65,000 per kilogram, or nearly $30,000 per pound, on global black
markets – more than the street price of cocaine at the time of writing 7. With its roots
as an ingredient in traditional Chinese medicine, contemporary usage in Viet Nam,
thought to be the main consumer market of rhino horn, now extends far beyond the
treatment of basic ailments. TRAFFIC’s extensive research reveals how urban myths
not only cite rhino horn as a cure for life-threatening diseases such as cancer, but also
more intriguingly as a treatment for symptoms that can accompany the lifestyles of
the affluent - excessive food, drink and drugs. Local websites describe rhino horn with
wine as “the alcoholic drink of millionaires” (Milliken and Shaw, 2012).
Summary of market |
Size of market
Rising numbers of rhinos poached as shown in
Fig 8 may be combined with an analysis of
price in-creases to indicate rising demand for
rhino horn. In 2006, one rhino horn typically
sold for about $760. Today, the same horn
may fetch more than $57,000 8.
Viet Nam is cited as the leading destination
for illegal rhino horn, though this view is
based largely on anecdotal and observational
accounts (TRAFFIC, 2013). China is also cited
as ‘stepping back into the trade’ based on
data of seizures in China (TRAFFIC 2013).
This view is also supported by the emergence
of growing exports from Europe to China
BOE)POH,POHPGBOUJRVFBOETQPSUIVOUFE
SIJOPIPSOTBDRVJSFEBUBVDUJPO CFGPSF&6
regulation foreclosed on such trade), and
growing awareness of Chinese involvement
in the Vietnamese trade, for example regular
cross-border tourist purchases of bracelets
(TRAFFIC, 2013).

7 | http://www.ibtimes.com/cocaineminus-risk-rhino-horn-trade-explodesafrica-1569192

8 | http://www.ibtimes.com/cocaineminus-risk-rhino-horn-trade-explodesafrica-1569192

Summary of market | Drivers of demand
A series of factors have been suggested as drivers of demand for rhino horn, which
cumulatively have pushed prices to highly inflated levels and fuelled a worldwide
trade thought to have been worth as much as $9.5bn annually by 2012.
(WWF/Dahlberg, 2012):

Extensive, rapid economic
growth
Viet Nam’s leading role in the consumption
of illegal rhino horn is attributed to a mix
of factors underpinned by unprecedented
economic growth in the country, where GNP
growth averaged 7% annually for most of
the preceding decade. This new wealth and
affluence overlay a tradition of using rhino horn
as traditional medicine (TRAFFIC, 2013).

Shifting consumer attitudes
– buying for status
Anecdotes surrounding rhino horn’s efficacy
combined with a perception of its rarity and
high price, have led to a shift in recent years
of consumer attitudes around rhino horn.
TRAFFIC consumer attitude survey data (2013)
reveals that consumers perceive purchasing
rhino horn as a signifier of status, evidenced by
the fact that at these prices, only a wealthy elite
have the purchasing power to be able to buy.

High net worth individuals
and demand for luxury
goods
As a marker of Viet Nam’s growing interest in
luxury purchases and its growing affluence,
Bain’s Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study
notes that the country’s luxury goods market
was worth around $405 million in 2013, and
forecast to grow. In tandem, the number
of High Net Worth Individuals was forecast
to increase by 85% in the coming decade,
according to Knight Frank’s 2013 Wealth
Report. Based on this data, the segment of
consumers able to afford to buy rhino horn
looks set to continue to grow.

Resurgence of traditional
medicine
Use of traditional medicines has also
experienced a significant resurgence,
QBSUJDVMBSMZJOUIFMBTURVBSUFSPGUIFUI
century, with government policies designed
to enable the development of both traditional
and Western medicines (Milliken and Shaw,
2012). The scale of traditional medicine
usage within Viet Nam is significant with at
least 48 hospitals and institutes devoted to
the practice, over 240 traditional medicine
departments in central and provincial
hospitals, and over 9000 health centres
reportedly licensed to practise traditional
medicine (Nguyen and Nguyen, 2008). Within
this context, Viet Nam has an ancient history
of using rhino horn as a traditional medicine to
cure a range of illnesses.
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Cancer treatment
TRAFFIC has undertaken extensive research
into the evolving reasons behind the use of
rhino horn for medicinal use in Viet Nam,
and found that uses beyond those found in
historical pharmacopoeia have arisen in recent
years. Emerging evidence of rhino horn being
used as a palliative medicine for cancer, though
previously never having been indicated for
this purpose, is central to this consideration
and is believed to be a significant factor in the
upsurge in rhino horn trading in Viet Nam. This
is supported by urban myths such as those
uncovered by TRAFFIC researchers in Hanoi’s
traditional medicine markets, where local
traditional medicine practitioners told stories
of important individuals – an unnamed Prime
Minister, or another celebrity, for example –
who had cancer but were miraculously
cured, or were at least in remission,
following treatment with rhino horn
(Milliken and Shaw, 2012).

Contemporary usage as a
tonic for the affluent
Contemporary usage also extends well beyond
cancer to detoxification and the treatment of
symptoms that can accompany the lifestyles
of the affluent - food, drink and drugs. Local
websites have also been found to promote the
ability of rhino horn “to improve concentration
and cure hangovers” and to describe rhino
horn with wine as “the alcoholic drink of
millionaires” and “like a luxury car”. In addition,
rhino horn was also cited as having aphrodisiac
effects for men by some sources. (Milliken and
Shaw, 2012).

Intenders
As the number of Viet Nam’s high net worth
individuals continues to grow, fuelling a
growing market for luxury goods, in turn
affluence and purchasing power is likely to
expand this consumer group. Not only has this
consumer group grown exponentially alongside
rhino horn consumption, but studies also show
that a group of ‘intenders’ aspiring to become
part of a perceived high-status user group is
waiting intently until they too can afford to
become part of an exclusive group of users.

Extensive organised crime
syndicates
The illegal rhino trade, characterised by
organised crime syndicates engaged in
poaching and smuggling in both range and
consumer countries, has been described by
CITES as ‘one of the most structured criminal
activities currently faced’ across its scope of
work (EIA, 2013). Asian-run, African-based
criminal networks have been identified as being
behind most of the rhino horns moving out of
Africa to Asia via a number of means. Criminal
operations include those run by Vietnamese
nationals out of established footholds in South
"GSJDBBOE.P[BNCJRVF7JFUOBNFTFOBUJPOBMT
posing as trophy hunters in South Africa
BDRVJSJOHUSPQIZIPSOTGPSDPNNFSDJBMUSBEF
purposes in Viet Nam - as well as bogus trophy
hunters recruited by resident Vietnamese
from the Czech Republic and potentially
PUIFSQBSUTPG&VSPQFBDRVJTJUJPOPGAMPPTF
unregistered rhino horn from private sector
sellers for export to Viet Nam; financing of
the development of local networks facilitating
UIFBDRVJTJUJPOPGQPBDIFETUPMFOIPSOBOE
Vietnamese networks operating in Europe
and North America engaging in the illegal
procurement of rhino horn. Further to this
prosecutions and convictions of Vietnamese
nationals and others has occurred in the US
where legally obtained sporting trophies have
been illegally exported to Viet Nam and China
(Milliken and Shaw, 2012; TRAFFIC, 2013).
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FIG 10. | Who are the consumers, and why do they buy?

Men over 40 years old
(TRAFFIC 2013)

Social currency

SUCCESS
The most popular perceived
benefit of rhino horn use is
emotional; this symbol of
wealth and power is also
strongly associated with
success and therefore
asserts one’s social standing.
(TRAFFIC 2013)

Tradition

Health

INFLUENCE
Buyers and users form a
powerful social network
consisting of important
individuals with whom it
is crucial to maintain good
relationships. Rhino horns
sometimes bought with sole
purpose of being gifted to
others - family members,
business colleagues, those
in authority. (TRAFFIC 2013)

1/3

16%

A third of buyers/
users said it did not
matter to them
if rhinos became
extinct

Admitted buying
as a gift for their
friends, colleagues,
boss, government
officials

(HSI 2013)

(HSI 2013)
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Older women supplying their families
(TRAFFIC 2013)

Superstition
MEDICINE
Underlying belief in health
benefits. (TRAFFIC 2013)
Users often health conscious
(detoxification, cure anything
from hangover to serious
illnesses, rheumatism, cancer,
effects of a stroke, impotence,
fever.)

WELLBEING
Consumers feel that having it
at home ensures the wellbeing
of their families.
(TRAFFIC 2013)

Tradition
Health

41%
Were buyers only,
majority acquire for
their family
(HSI 2013)

FIG 11 | Poaching seizures 2006-2014 |
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III.

Species specific findings | Tiger
Both China and Viet Nam have been identified as important zones of consumption
for illegal tiger products. Whole skins are in some cases promoted as status symbols
for decorative purposes as demand for skin in clothing has dwindled. In Viet Nam,
the most commonly used tiger part is bone, which is boiled until it forms a
glue-like substance known as cao. This is then dried and ground to a fine powder to be
consumed with liquid, sometimes for health reasons (Stoner and Pervushina, 2013).
Tiger bone wine, often marketed as a general tonic and aspirational purchase, is priced
at accordingly high prices and is perceived as being bought by those of high status.
Summary of market |
Size of market

such as improved law enforcement, as
well as trade remaining active (Stoner
and Pervushina, 2013).

Comparison of seizure data (TRAFFIC,
2013; Stoner and Pervushina, 2013) over
the periods 2000-2009 and 2010-12 (Fig
11) suggests if not an overall increase in
trade, then at least persistent demand,
with seizure data and contents pointing
to indications of a possible organised
transnational crime networks. Since
2000 there have been 654 seizures of
tiger parts and derivatives across 12
tiger range countries, representing an
estimated total of a minimum of 1425
tigers seized over the period. Given that
seizure data represents only the fraction
of tigers in the illegal trade intercepted
by law enforcement, the scale of criminal
activity represents a serious threat to
wild tiger populations’ survival, generally
considered to be as low as 3200 (Stoner
and Pervushina, 2013).

Demand for illegal tiger parts falls broadly
into two categories, skins and bone
(EIA, 2011). Tiger skins were the most
commonly seized items over the period
2000-2013, accounting for almost half
of all commodity types seized. However
more recently during the period 20102013 the proportion being skins has
declined with around 1/4 of all seizures
being bone (Stoner and Pervushina,
2013).

Both China and Viet Nam have been
identified as important zones of
consumption for illegal tiger products,
with these two countries reporting the
most seizures of tiger products after
*OEJBJOUFSNTPGRVBOUJUZCFUXFFO
and 2012 (Stoner and Pervushina, 2013).
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City in Viet Nam
have been identified as key tiger crime
trade hubs, with data also pointing to
Guangzhou, China, as a location of
concern given an increase in seizures
(Stoner and Pervushina, 2013). The proportion of total seizures accounted for
by Viet Nam has increased most notably
over this period, rising from 6% to 14%
though this could be attributed to factors

Skins of tigers continue to be sold in
China (EIA, 2011), with reported seizures
across TRCs cited to be destined for
markets in China. These are smuggled
through mountain passes into Tibet
and Western China, with Tibetan areas
reputed to be locations where exotic
items and raw medicinal materials may
be bought (EIA, 2011). Whilst the Tibetan
community is no longer a buyer of skins
and bones, they are involved in trade, and
bones are primarily sold to Han Chinese
according to
EIA research.
Evidencing consumer demand for tiger
products in Viet Nam, tiger bone being
the most commonly used tiger part in
this country, an investigation by ENV Viet
Nam in 2010 revealed
that tigers sourced from farms in Lao
and elsewhere are typically smuggled
into the country with traders often
selling animals to brokers organising
glue-making operations (Stoner and
Pervushina, 2013). ENV Viet Nam’s
database of seizures and illegal trade

activities/law contraventions has logged
a total of 280 violations involving tigers
and tiger products over the period 20062013 (ENV, 2014). These include 120
incidents of advertising tiger products, 55
possession cases involving both live and
trophy tigers, and 107 violations involving
smuggling and trade of tigers.
The increase in the seizure of live tigers
is worthy of mention given that this was
most noticeable in the period 2009-2012,
rising to 7% of all seizures compared with
2% in the preceding period since 2000
(Stoner and Pervushina, 2013). Of 61
live tigers seized between 2010-12, 74%
were confiscated in three South-East
Asian countries, with Viet Nam featuring
alongside the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic and Thailand (CITES, 2014). One
notable Vietnamese seizure included 42
live tigers representing a high proportion
of the total 123 seized over the period
since 2000.

Summary of market | Drivers of demand

Traditional medicine

Whole skins

China went from being a range country with
the greatest number of tigers to one of the
least over a relatively short period of time.
This has been attributed to China’s use of
tiger bone in traditional medicine (Stoner and
Pervushina, 2013). In China, tiger bone use in
medicine was made illegal under 1993 State
Council Order. Whilst raw tiger bone was still
available to buy in Western China as late as
2011, surveys and studies by TRAFFIC and
EIA note that little packaged and branded tiger
medicine was found in recent years leading
up to 2011, coupled with relatively high levels
of awareness amongst traders and industry.
Anecdotal evidence from Viet Nam suggests
that tiger bone remains in use as a traditional
medicine, thought to provide general
resilience, and treat arthritis and
bone problems.

Demand growth for tiger skin in clothing in
China, rooted initially in a tradition of use,
but more recently spreading widely in the
1990s amongst ethnic Tibetan communities
for clothing purposes is cited as the primary
driver of demand for skins during the decade
1996-2006 (TRAFFIC, 2013), though this has
now dropped . Following the successful decline
in demand for clothing purposes, EIA (2011)
cites the promotion of trade in whole skins
as a status symbol for decorative purposes
as a further driver of trade in tiger skins. The
Species Survival Network (2014) also cites
use by high status individuals for luxury home
decorative purposes, noting that the outcome
of recent corruption cases in China confirms
the ‘gifting’ of tiger skins as non-financial
bribes to officials in some cases.9

9 | Khadka, NS, 12 July 2014, China ‘admits’
trading in tiger skins, BBC News
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Legal supply from captive
breeding

Online trade

The legal domestic trade in skins of captive
tigers has been cited as perpetuating the
desirability of tiger parts, and potentially
driving the illegal trade (Species Survival
Network, 2014). EIA notes that the means by
which to distinguish legal from illegal products
is insufficient (EIA, 2011).

Analysis of Chinese trade data shows that a
shift to online trade is taking place. Surveys
conducted by TRAFFIC in 2012 on the online
trade highlighted a number of items being
offered for sale with 270 advertisements
purporting to offer illegal tiger products.
Further analysis shows how advertisements
then directed interested buyers to communicate
via online messaging services (Stoner and
Pervushina, 2013).

Tiger bone wine and
legal status

Rapid economic growth

It is suggested that there is a lack of clarity
around the legal status of tiger bone wine,
which is often marketed as a general tonic and
high status purchase, and often sold to high
status individuals, such as government and
business people (EIA, 2011).

In Viet Nam, rapid economic expansion
has been cited as contributing to the rise in
consumer demand for products such as tiger
bone wine (Stoner and Pervushina, 2013)
which may be perceived to confer status given
their relatively high price. As a growing number
of consumers become more affluent, their
purchasing power becomes greater.

Research/mapping

FIG 12. | Nature of Demand-side Initiatives
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FIG 13. | Who are the consumers, and why do they buy?

Government officials / business people
(EIA 2011)

Fashion / Ornamental

WELLNESS
Tiger bone wine: general
wellness tonic (EIA 2011)
Bone: Consumed as ingredient
for medicine or healthcare one of top 5 species consumed
in Beijing and Nanning (CI.
Freeland 2012)
In Vietnam, ’Cao’ made from
tiger bone is the item most
frequently used for medicinal
purposes (Stoner and
Pervushina 2013)

SKINS
Buyers and users form a
powerful social network
consisting of important
individuals with whom it
is crucial to maintain good
relationships. Rhino horns
sometimes bought with sole
purpose of being gifted to
others - family members,
business colleagues, those
in authority.

Health

2 | SUMATRAN TIGER | This work by Brian Mckay is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution.

FIG 14. | Pangolin trade: breakdown of products based on seizure data

July 2000 – end of 2012 for Asian pangolins.

INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL

31.4%

SCALES

40.3%

SKINS

MEAT

26%

2.3%
SOURCE: Challender D, TRAFFIC (2013)
Unpublished: Background report on the
illegal wildlife trade prepared for the Royal
Foundation, TRAFFIC International.
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IV.

Species specific findings | Pangolin
According to research by the IUCN SSC Pangolin Specialist Group, pangolins are
now the most illegally traded mammal in the world, with more than one million
individuals believed to have been taken from the wild over the past decade. All
eight pangolin species are now classified as EDGE species – the world’s most
Evolutionary Distinct and Globally Endangered Species as classified by the ZSL
EDGE Programme, representing a unique and irreplaceable part of the world’s natural
heritage, yet receiving little conservation attention to date. Despite international
protection through CITES, and legal protection of varying levels at national levels,
the illegal trade of pangolins continues on a large scale (Pantel and Yun (ed.), 2009).
Fuelled by Asian demand for pangolin meat which is consumed as a delicacy, and scales
destined for use in traditional Chinese medicine, increasing rarity continues to push
prices ever higher, increasingly conferring status on those with the ability to buy.
Summary of Market |
Size of Market
China is cited as the key consumer market of
pangolin parts with Viet Nam also featuring as
a primary demand market (Challender and
Hywood, 2012). Viet Nam has also been cited
as the ‘back door’ to the pangolin trade in
China, with most pangolin shipments seized
here reportedly heading for China, according to
cases documented by the ENV Wildlife Crime
Unit (Pantel and Yun (ed.), 2009).
Demand for pangolin products in Chinese
markets remains high with Guangzhou believed
to represent the biggest destination for
smuggled pangolins at the time of a 2007-8
survey (Pantel and Yun (ed.), 2009). By 2007,
it was estimated that an annual average of
between 100,000 and 135,000 pangolins
were needed to meet demand in China (Wu et
al., 2007). In 2009 an estimated 117, 500 of
pangolins per year were in demand (Pantel
and Yun (ed.), 2009).
In determining the size of the market and
evidence of rising demand, available price
and seizure data (Fig 14) may be examined
as indicators, though seizure data may also
reflect greater levels of enforcement.
The price of pangolin products has escalated
substantially since 2008, with prices for a live
pangolin rising from $80 per kilogram to over

$200 per kilogram in 2014, and scale prices
from $300 to $600 per kilo in Kunming, the
capital of Yunnan Province, China (Zhou, Zhou,
Newman and MacDonald, 2014). 2008 prices
for live pangolins were found to be almost 20
times higher than that of the early 1990s; while
2008 prices for pangolin scales were 100 times
higher than that of the early 1980s (Pantel and
:VO FE  1SJDFSJTFTIBWFTVCTFRVFOUMZ
restricted the availability of these products
to wealthy consumers and contributed to a
continued overland trade from Viet Nam into
China (Pantel and Yun (ed.), 2009).
Seizure data relating specifically to Asian and
African species respectively follows.
Whilst no surveys have been conducted to
date solely to assess consumer attitudes to
Pangolin consumption, a large body of research
conducted by members of the IUCN SSG
Pangolin Specialist Group and its partners has
provided insight into consumer attitudes to
pangolin derivations. A small amount of data
was captured in the Conservation International
/ Freehand 2012 China wildlife survey.
In addition, the IUCN SSG Pangolin Specialist
Group has identified a series of user groups
for both scales and meat in line with its
recommendations for effective demand
reduction. (Challender and Baillie, 2014)

"TJBOTQFDJFT
"[FSPRVPUBGPSUSBEFJOXJMEDBVHIUQBOHPMJOTXBTJNQPTFEJO
2000 for the three then known Asian species followed by a zero
FYQPSURVPUBFTUBCMJTIFEJOXIFOUIF1IJMJQQJOFQBOHPMJO
was recognised as a species distinct from the Sunda pangolin.
However the several hundred seizures of pangolins in trade that
have taken place demonstrates the scale of illegal trade that
continues (Challender, 2011).
Between 2000 and the end of 2012, there have been 825
seizures involving Asian species of pangolin and/or their
products recorded in Asia (collated from local/national Asian
media sources and the international press). These involved
an estimated 218,155 pangolins.
'SFRVFOUTFJ[VSFTPDDVSSFEJOTVHHFTUJOHUSBEFJT
ongoing, including 2592kg of scales representing around
4870 pangolins seized between 2010-2013 in China’s Yunnan
Province alone (Zhou, Zhou, Newman and MacDonald, 2014),
and 232 live Asian pangolins seized in the five months between January and May 2013 (CITES 2014). Postal services
are also being used as a means to trade, with Beijing customs
officials having apprehended several parcels containing around
1100kg of scales over an 8-month period in 2013 (Zhou, Zhou,
Newman and MacDonald, 2014). The very large nature of some
seizures indicates the involvement of organised criminal trade
syndicates. (TRAFFIC, 2013).
Whilst demand for pangolins in China was previously met with
supply nationally and from imports from neighbouring countries,
depletion of populations due to the extent of the international
trade has caused the harvesting of pangolins to shift south,
placing pressure on populations across Asia (Challender,
2011). Countries closest to China have seen dramatic declines
JOXJMEQPQVMBUJPOTPGQBOHPMJOTBOETVCTFRVFOUMZUSBEFSTBSF
sourcing animals further afield in Indonesia and Malaysia to
meet Chinese demand (Pantel and Yun (ed.), 2009). The bulk
of supply today is being met with Sunda pangolins, though
the Philippine pangolin is appearing in international trade. All
indications suggest that the destination of these products is
China (Challender, 2011).

"GSJDBOTQFDJFT
Although evidence for the scale of trade in pangolins from
Africa is extremely limited, recent data reveals the growing
intercontinental trade in pangolin derivatives between African
range states and East Asian markets, including each of the four
species in Africa (Challender and Hywood, 2012, Challender,
2011, Brautigam et al, 1994). A number of seizures in Asia of
African pangolins provide evidence of this intercontinental trade
in African pangolins (Challender and Hywood, 2012), and recent data from seizures of frozen pangolins are reflective of an
escalating rate of illegal trade mostly from Africa to Asia
(CITES, 2014).
Seizure data submitted by Member States of the European
Union to the European Commission shows that the majority of
seizure records reported for 2012 and 2013 involved the seizure
of pangolin parts and products exported from West and Central
Africa with over 80% of items destined for Hong Kong and
mainland China. In view of information on trade routes involved
in EU seizures of pangolin, it may be assumed that the majority
of seizures carried out in EU member states in 2012 and 2013
involved African species of pangolin rather than Asian (TRAFFIC
for the EC, 2014).
Several further significant seizures have been made on the
African continent, with the reported destination of items
being either the international trade and/or Asia.
Furthermore, some seizure data support the hypothesis
that the illegal intercontinental trade in African pangolins
may use existing established rhino horn and ivory trading
routes. (Challender 2011).

3 | PANGOLIN | This work is by ©Gary Parker, who has kindly given his permission for usage in this report.

Summary of market | Drivers of demand

Growing desire for
consumption of meat
and scales – rarity driving
desirability
In general, pangolins and their products are
sourced for two main uses: restaurants or
special occasion celebrations where their
meat is consumed as a delicacy, and traditional
Chinese medicine preparations (Pantel and
Yun (ed.), 2009).
Pangolin meat is considered a luxury, with
EFNBOEGVFMMFECZSBSJUZBOEUIFTVCTFRVFOU
perception that consumption is a signifier and
enhancer of status. As such pangolin may
be consumed by state officials and business
people in celebration of business deals or
similar special occasions. Pangolins are
usually served from live and whole in high-end
speciality restaurants or with animals being
sold by weight (Pantel and Yun (ed.), 2009)
Pangolin scale has a long history of use in
traditional Chinese medicine given a belief
in its ability to detoxify and treat a variety of
medical conditions, including asthma and the
improvement of blood circulation (Zhou,
Zhou, Newman and MacDonald, 2014,
Challender, 2011).

Rapid economic growth
and rising affluence
The growth of demand is thought to be
underpinned by increasing affluence in China
and Viet Nam (Challender, 2011). Relatively
high and rising prices restrict purchase to a
relatively wealthy consumer segment. Rapid
economic growth has seen this segment of
the consumer market grow, signifying greater
purchasing power.
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Africa-Asia
intercontinental
trade growth
The decline in pangolin populations in Asia,
increased economic exchange between
Africa and China, and increased Chinese
presence in Africa (Challender and Hywood,
2012) are cited as drivers of Asian demand
for African pangolin species. Providing further
anecdotal evidence to support seizure data of
the growing intercontinental trade in pangolin
derivatives between African range states and
East Asian markets, ongoing research by
conservationists in Ghana and Gabon indicates
that demand continues from China in the form
of unlimited orders for pangolins (Challender
and Hywood, 2012).

International illegal trade
Lucrative prices have also been cited as a
driver for actors in the international trade
(Pantel and Yun (ed.), 2009) given the
potential financial rewards on offer. Seizure
data evidences growth of a burgeoning illegal
international trade.

Research/mapping

FIG 15. | Nature of Demand-side Initiatives

| Pangolin
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NGO / Foundation
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NGO / Foundation
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Public, Other
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Traffic
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FIG 16. | Who are the consumers, and why do they buy?

Statesmen & business people, affluent individuals
(Pantel & Yun 2009, Challender and Baillie 2014)

Business

Status
SCALES / MEDICINE
Traditional Chinese Medicine
preparations used to fight
cancers, malaria, rheumatism
and circulation problems.
(TRAFFIC 2008)

MEAT
In restaurants, pangolin meat
mostly bought to impress
guests and demonstrate social
class. (TRAFFIC 2008)
Affluent consumers
‘trying something new’
amongst friends.
(Challender and Baillie 2014)

Health
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Male, higher income and educational
background, younger, elite
(CI/Freeland, 2012)

Luxury

26%
Are passive eaters
consuming wildlife
as food at social
occasions

MEAT
Consumed as a curiosity/wild
meat, featured in specialist
wild meat restaurants (CI/
Freeland 2012)

Curiosity

(CI/Freeland, 2012)

4 | HOW MANY ELEPHANTS | This work by Caroline Grannycome is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution.
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06.
Analysis
An analysis of the data presented in sections 1-6 resulted in the following observations:

A. Disparities in survey construction,

scope, and taxa addressed, leading to
a general lack of reliable definitive
baseline and trend data upon which
to base future campaigns with the
greatest efficacy and efficiency.

An analysis of surveys conducted across all four taxa
showed that:
Surveys conducted to monitor consumer attitudes towards
ivory far outnumber those conducted to monitor consumer
attitudes to any of the other three taxa, with notable gaps in
monitoring consumer attitudes towards pangolins.
Surveys have been constructed and conducted with
irregularity, with those conducting surveys acting
independently of one another and in most cases keeping
confidential either their methodology or findings, leading to
duplication of effort and a lack of efficient data sharing upon
which to base future campaigns.
The approach taken to date may have led to duplication of
costs and effort whilst also leading to a lack of accurate longterm trend data for use by all those interested in planning
effective campaigns.
To create effective and useful baseline trend data, the same
RVFTUJPOTBEESFTTFEUPUIFTBNFEFNPHSBQIJDDPOEVDUFEBU
regular intervals - for example every 6-12 months - may serve
the purpose of i) underpinning the construction of effective
campaigns, and ii) tracking changes in attitude over the short
and long term.
The demographic make-up of groups surveyed has been
varied, leading to a lack of congruence when comparing
survey results and highlighting gaps both in the ages and
location of those surveyed - for example surveys targeting
attitudes of youth/younger adults, around rhino horn
consumption in China, or pangolin consumption (in general).
In terms of determining the appropriate messaging for
deploying in awareness and/or behaviour change campaigns
for specific demographics or regions, further research may be
CFOFGJDJBMXJUIWFSZGFXTVSWFZTJODMVEJOHRVFTUJPOTEFTJHOFE
to ascertain effective messaging outside a handful on ivory
Market surveys based on behavioural economic approaches
have been lacking, but may provide additional insights into
drivers of demand.

B. Lack of a central open-

source catalogue mapping
all demand-side initiatives
being undertaken by all
actors in order to ensure
effective planning, efficient
resource allocation, and
minimal duplication
of effort.
In terms of planning the nature of future
demand-side initiatives, including location,
methodology and target demographic, a
central resource showing existing campaigns
may assist planners to share knowledge
around success, conserve resources, target
gaps, and/or find partners.

C. Gaps in demand-side

initiatives targeting
a number of specific
demographic groups.

There are few or no initiatives addressing the
following:
Educational initiatives/interventions aimed
at children, youth and/or adults.
Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioners
or the Traditional Chinese Medicine industry.
Citizen science/awareness.

D.

Species specific gaps.

There are few or no initiatives addressing the
following:
Pangolins, outside the extensive work
conducted
by ZSL and the IUCN Pangolin Specialist
Group
and TRAFFIC’s market surveys of 2007-8
Recent attitudes towards tigers, following
a peak in activity around 2010

E. Distinguishing between

the objective of campaigns
to either change behaviour
or raise awareness may be
of value, leading to further
research to inform effective
campaign messaging.
TRAFFIC has taken the lead in distinguishing
between the objectives of demand-reduction
campaigns as either intending to effect
behaviour change or raising awareness; this
provides a useful framework for planning
both further research and campaigns,
both of which may draw from the body of
knowledge already in existence in others
fields of research for consumer marketing
and behaviour change campaigns.
Further research to inform effective,
tailored messaging in campaigns for i) best
capturing the consumer group targeted and
ii) effecting the desired result of any specific
demand-side campaign may be of value to
those planning actions in future. TRAFFIC
has taken the lead in distinguishing between
the objectives of demand-reduction
campaigns as either intending to effect
behaviour change or raising awareness; this
provides a useful framework for planning
both further research and campaigns,
both of which may draw from the body of
knowledge already in existence in others
fields of research for consumer marketing
and behaviour change campaigns.
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07.
Recommendations
This section will be completed once comments from reviewers on sections 1-5 have
been received and incorporated. Quatectemo blatibe ariorit quundipsusam ratet occulpa aliam fugiat apidus utae dolorae estruntorum reperfero blam latur maximpos
dolupta cus.

"DDBFWFMJRVJEPMPSVNRVJBUFPEJBFTDJMMVUPEJT
DPOFDVTFTU FTU DVNFYDFTFRVBNSFWFOEVDJ
psunte nimus dus.

BWFOJNPEPMVQUBUBUVNSBFTUSVNJQTVOUJVOURVF
BMJUJVTBOEBFQFMNPPEJUJJTU VOUFQMJRVPPGGJDJFOU
RVJBOUFDUJBFPERVBU

Vitius. Et in plati volor repedis nullabore,
consendiciae ipsanderunt, suntia dolorit fugitate
SBFQSBFQFSOBN DPOQSPWJERVJBNEVOEBOJTUP
UFNBVUWPMFTFRVJBEFMMFTUPGGJDJUPNNPDVT OJT
FUVS DVMMVNTFRVBNOFNPMPSFIFOJFOFUNBHOJT
JVNFYQFSFJVOUJOUJTU UFNBMJCVTBOUSFTUSVNRVJT
OFDUPFURVJBDFBOFWPMVQUBRVBN OPOTFRVF
cum event et as ducimolorio essitatiis porume
WPMPSFOJNVTEFMJRVPFURVJBTTFERVBUQFMJTOPO
OJIJMNBJPWPMFOEBEPMVQUBUJBFTURVBNGVHJUJB
WFMJUBUJBTBVUWPMPSFTWPMPSSPWJUBFMBNRVFOFUSFJD
temperum ipsuntibus moluptatur, eate nossitium
BNRVFFUSFNQPTUJBQSFSFDVQUJBVUVUVUFN
rempos ant.

Is natus aut laute veriam vellautae. Namusda
NVTEBFFBUVS

&MJQJFOJIJUFUNPTTFDUVSBMJBTTFOJNQPSFNJERVJ
WFOUGVHJUIJUGBDFSSPSFTFRVJTJUBTQJUBUVS
Optam eruntur assunt as cone necestion niscit
apiciis dolupie nimpor magnimus volor maximus
FBWJUWFOU TFRVJBWPMVNWPMPSVNOPTFPTUJUFN
JTJJOWFOUQMJRVBFTJU UFNFBBVUFNRVBFFBUFN
WPMPSSPWJEJUJPOQPSFOFFJDJEFURVJBJODJVNJOU
FJDBFSJBWPMMPUPUBFTUJJTJUFTFSFTBEJTDJERVJCVT
1FSVNGVHJBFMBCPSTFRVFQPSVNRVFFUFU
EPMVQUBNGVHB6NOFNRVBNTJOUPFSDIJMJUBUF
BDDVMMBOUQPSJBVEJDJMJUMBOUFNQPSVNSFTUSVNRVP
EPMPSJUBTVUWPMVQUBUVS JMNPMPSBVUBTRVFDVN
incidel itatiunt ipsam ut magniandae officatus,
RVJTFMJEFSPWJEFNQPSFNQPSFOEFCJTJODUP
bla volorite ex ex et, nos mintem veliatempore
OJNBHOJTTBFNBTFSVNRVFMBCJTOPOTFERVJERVJ

Voluptatet ad excepro et molorem voluptatium,
optatem porectas aribust laut harundae. Nam
doluptu reprero vitat.
Eritatet andae veligen dantibeat lit, omnis magnis
RVFNPEJTEFCJUBRVJBNRVBTBNWFMJRVFDPNOJIJU 
OPCJTJODJJTBTTJUWFOJIJUJVSNPTNPTNBHOJIJURVF
TBQJDJUFNRVPNPEJTUPEPMPSNJOURVJEFSJCFBUVU
omnimil maximus et etur moluptatemos doluptat
WPMPSVNSFTUPPGGJDJBFOPOTFRVPTVUBDPNOJ
OJNSFTFRVJTJNJMMBCPSFSDIJUBN DPSBDFTTVTBN
reiuntiis sunt omnimag nienitatium hariae
WFSOBUVS
Danduci psantem porehen dicimus eos est,
DPOTFEFMJHOJURVJTWPMFDUJTJTPMMBEPMPSVNFOEF
nonsectem
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08.
Detailed catalogue of demand-side initiatives

Nature of Demand-side Initiatives | General (Expanded case studies)

Research/mapping

Awareness

R1 | 2003

A1 | 2014

Wildlife Conservation Association

Traffic

NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation

Survey/Research

Other

Public

Public, Government / law makers
Media partners

Survey incorporating customer attitudes towards wildlife/pangolin
consumption in Chinese cities: 2.81% of city residents interviewed often
consume wildlife, 52.5% of them out of curiosity, 36.7% for nutrition,
22.4% for showing off, fashion and enjoyment.

PSA campaign ‘Mom, I got teeth’ billboard campaign featured in Beijing’s
Capital International Airport and subways in Beijing, Tianjin, Guangzhou,
and Nanjing.
http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/node/2485

R2 | 2012

A2 | ongoing

Conservation International & Freeland

Traffic

NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation

Survey/Research
Public

Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign

USAid

Public

Survey carried out in China to examine public opinion around illegal wildlife
consumption

Various media partners incl. Ogilvy

www.conservation.org
www.freeland.org
R3 | 2013
Royal Foundation / Traffic
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research

Series of awareness campaigns around souvenir buying, eating of wild
meat (2007 poster campaign ‘Don’t eat wild meat’, and the general illegal
wildlife trade:
http://www.traffic.org/campaigns
A3 | 2012 ongoing
ARREST
NGO / Foundation

Campaign builders

Advertising campaign

IUCN/WWF as strategic partners
Detailed background report examining the illegal wildlife trade

Public / Other

www.traffic.org
R4 | 2012
Traffic/WWF
NGO / Foundation
Survey Research

USAid, ASEAN-WEN, Interpol, Asean Centre for Biodiversity, ENV, Wildlife
Alliance, Conservation International, IFAW, JWT, AsiaWorks TV, CITES,
UAS: (ARREST unites ASEAN-WEN, FREELAND Foundation, ASEAN
Centre for Biodiversity, ACRES, AsiaWorks TV, Conservation International
China Program, Education for Nature Vietnam (ENV), GreenEyes China,
INTERPOL, JWT, National Geographic, MTV-Exit, Wildlife Alliance, U.S.
Department of State, U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and the U.S. Forest Service.

Campaign builders

ARREST uses its media and advertising resources to support campaigns in
demand markets.

IPSOS

https://arrestblog.wordpress.com

Unpublished study on wildlife consumption
R5 | 2014–2015
University of Manchester
University/Think Tank
Survey/Research
Campaign builders, Government / law makers
IPSOS
A Review of the Economic Analysis of Wildlife Trade, Alejandro Nadal &
Francisco Aguayo

R6 | 2007
WCS

www.freeland.org
A4 | 2008
Conservation International
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Public
CI focused on the Beijing Olympics to educate consumers:
- Responsible dining guide
- Bus ad campaign
www.conservation.org
A5 | ongoing

NGO / University

Online platforms

Survey/Research

Corporates

Public Government / law makers

Corporate advocacy
Corporates, Public

WCS survey carried out in Viet Nam that found 57 out of 68 of restaurants
in Da Lat were serving wildlife
XXXXDTPSH

Alibaba, Taobao, Tencent
15 leading e-commerce sellers signed declaration in 2012 stating their
zero-tolerance policy towards services being used to conduct illegal
wildlife trading.

A6 | 2013 ongoing

A11 | 2013

US Government

UNEP

NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation

Governmental advocacy / Other

Advertising campaign

Government / law makers, Campaign builders

Public
Goodwill ambassadors, media partners

To promote demand reduction efforts globally the US Government
pledged to:
- encourage, support and collaborate with all other interested governments
to launch public information campaigns
- implement a public diplomacy strategy that uses local voices and
partners with communities and international non-governmental
organisations

PSAs for rhinos and elephants including:
- Voiceover for CITES feature film
- Rhinos under threat in Chinese featuring Li Bing Bing
- Elephant in the Room screening for 6 months on the CITI Bank
building in downtown Shanghai


XXXVOFQPSH

A12 | 2015
A7 | 2013 ongoing

Wildaid
NGO / Foundation

Coalition Against Wildlife Trafficking

Advertising campaign

Coalition

Public

Governmental advocacy, Other

Public-private partnership to be created, media partners,
airlines, airports, celebrities

Government / law makers, Campaign builders
CITES, Cheetah Conservation Fund, Conservation International, Freeland,
HSI, IFAW, IUCN, Save the Tiger Fund, Smithsonian Institute, Traffic,
WildAid, Wildlife Alliance, WCS, WWF
CAWT’s aims to reduce demand through supporting its partners’ activities in:
'PDVTJOHBUUFOUJPOBOESFTPVSDFTPOBXBSFOFTTSBJTJOHBOETVCTFRVFOU
demand reduction
- Catalysing political will
- Supporting CITES implementation


XXXDBXUHMPCBMPSH

Wildaid would like to design and implement a communications campaign to
reduce demand for wildlife particularly elephant ivory and rhino horn through
a public-private partnership to drastically raise the profile of the illegal trade
and dissuade consumers


XXXXJMEBJEPSH

A13 | 2014
IUCN/Traffic
NGO / Foundation

A8 | 2014

Media/Social media campaign
Public, Government / law makers

ithink-now.org
Coalition

Online photo gallery to highlight species threatened by excessive trade in
celebration of World Wildlife Day, 3 March 2014

Media/Social media campaign
Public
JWT-created campaign, partners include IFAW, Freedland, US Aid, AseanWen, plus a number of Thai police and governmental organisations (e.g.
the Dept of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation)



Web-based campaign that acts as online platform for a collaboration of
partners, featuring celebrity photographer Mr Shi, Zhang Yui (News anchor),
and other high profile local ambassadors


IUUQXXXJVDOPSHLOPXMFEHFNVMUJNFEJBQIPUPT
XPSMEXJMEMJGFEBZ

Education

JUIJOLOPXPSH

A9 | ongoing

E1 | 2012
Traffic

UNEP

NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation

Training/Education

Media/Social media campaign

Campaign builders

Public
Goodwill ambassadors



A programme of high profile ambassadors selected for their profile and
following to be ‘Goodwill Ambassadors” for UNEP, participating in various
international initiatives; Li Bing Bing, Ian Somerhalder, Yaya Toure

Conference convening experts from fields of advertising, marketing,
social research, behavioural economics, public health and wildlife trade
to develop strategic approaches now being applied in ongoing demand
reduction programmes

XXXVOFQPSH

XXXUSBGGJDPSH

A10 | 2014

E2 | 1999. 2009

Royal Foundation

American College of Traditional Chinese Medicine
NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation



Media/Social media campaign

Training/Education

Youth/Children

Traditional medicine practitioners

CI, IUCN, FFI, WWF, WCS, ZSL,TNC

WWF

8IPTFTJEFBSFZPVPO DBNQBJHOGFBUVSJOHIJHIQSPGJMFBNCBTTBEPSTXJUIB
focus on sport: HRH The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, HRH Prince Harry,
David Beckham, Lewis Hamilton, Thu Minh, Andy Murray

ACTCM organised the International Symposium for the Conservation of
Endangered Species and Traditional Chinese Medicine in Beijing
- Since 2010, they have worked with the World Federation of Chinese
Societies and hosted a series of other educational events

XXXVOJUFEGPSXJMEMJGFPSH



IUUQXXXBDUDNFEV

Nature of Demand-side Initiatives | General (Expanded case studies)

Pledge / Commitment

PC/C

LE

PC1 | ongoing
Peace Parks
NGO / Foundation
Other

L9 | ongoing
WCS
NGO / Foundation

n/a

Training/Education

ENV, local organisations on the ground

Government / law makers

PeaceParks has committed $3million to fund demand reduction
programmes in Vietnam
www.peaceparks.org

Policy Change / Creation

WCS Vietnam office has been working to reduce the illegal wildlife trade
in Viet Nam by: rigorously documenting the scale and dynamics of the
illegal wildlife trade, sharing this information with government officials
as well as many other agencies and individuals, training more than 800
law enforcement officers in wildlife crime investigation and enforcement
UFDIOJRVFT CZTVQQPSUJOHCJMBUFSBMEJBMPHVFTCFUXFFO7JFUOBNBOELFZ
trading countries
www.wcs.org

P1 | ongoing
Conservation International
NGO / Foundation
Corporates
Corporate advocacy
Corporates

Law Enforcement

Conservation International aims to effect change through influencing
policies of Chinese corporates

L2 | 2012 ongoing

www.conservation.org

ARREST

P2 | ongoing
NRDC
NGO / Foundation
Governmental advocacy
Government / law makers
Advising governments on policy creation
www.nrdc.org
P3 | 2010 ongoing
Traffic/WWF China
NGO / Foundation

Coalition
Assisting law enforcement
Government / law makers
USAid, ASEAN-WEN, Interpol, Asean Centre for Biodiversity, ENV, Wildlife
Alliance, Conservation International, IFAW, JWT, AsiaWorks TV, CITES,
UAS: (ARREST unites ASEAN-WEN, FREELAND Foundation, ASEAN
Centre for Biodiversity, ACRES, AsiaWorks TV, Conservation International
China Program, Education for Nature Vietnam (ENV), GreenEyes China,
INTERPOL, JWT, National Geographic, MTV-Exit, Wildlife Alliance, U.S.
Department of State, U.S. Department of Justice, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and the U.S. Forest Service.
ARREST supports local and international law enforcement through:
- Training programmes
- Capacity building
- Strengthening regional cooperation and anti-trafficking networks

Governmental advocacy

https://arrestblog.wordpress.com

Government / law makers

www.freeland.org

Traffic/WWF in Phase 1 of developing a comprehensive demand reduction
toolkit for use in communications campaigns, advocacy work, and social
media.
www.traffic.org
P4 | 2013
Brookings
University/Think Tank
Governmental advocacy
Government / law makers
Policy recommendations: vastly increased effectiveness of policy action in
An Atlas of Trafficking in South East asia
http://www.brookings.edu/research/articles/2013/04/05-illegaltrade-wildlife-southeast-asia-east-asian-markets-felbabbrown

L3 | founded 2005
ENV
NGO / Foundation
Assisting law enforcement
Public
Local law enforcement
ENV operates a national toll free hotline where public can report wildlife
crimes where:
- Cases transfered to authorities, documented on Wildlife Crime Incident
Tracking Database
- Since 2005, ENV has documented 6,528 cases and 15,349 violations
www.envietnam.org

L4 | 2013 - 2014
ENV
NGO / Foundation

LE

Education

Assisting law enforcement
Government / law makers
Local law enforcement
ENV’s investigation team identifies and profiles major criminal networks
operating both in Vietnam and beyond its borders, focusing on
- Rhino horn trade
- Trade in live and frozen tigers and tiger bone
- Pangolin trade analysis
- Ivory trade case analysis
www.envietnam.org

L1 | 2007 ongoing
ENV
NGO / Foundation
Assisting law enforcement, Training/Education
Government / law makers, Youth/Children

Corporates, Government / law makers

ENV Mobile Wildlife Trade Awareness Unit:
- Travels around the country particularly to urban centres and protected
areas,to raise awareness and promote greater protection for wildlife
threatened by hunting and trade.
- Activities range from carrying out a school-based wildlife trade lesson
plan to puppet shows, public performances, lectures at universities,
training, and meetings with provincial authorities.
The volunteer recruitment is integrated within student programs at
universities and colleges.

Online platforms and retailers

www.envietnam.org

L5 | ongoing
IFAW
NGO / Foundation
Assisting law enforcement
Corporate advocacy

Online marketplace policing: IFAW developed a routine informationsharing mechanism with law enforcement agencies and private
companies involved in internet commerce resulting in more
effective policing and bans
www.ifaw.org
L6 | 2014
ENV
NGO / Foundation
Survey / Research
Corporates
Survey carried out in Vietnam to ascertain violations of illegal wildlife laws
by businesses
www.envietnam.org
L7 | 2014
ENV
NGO / Foundation
Survey / Research
Corporates
Local law enforcement
Survey carried out in Vietnam to police and remove websites/links/forums
advertising or promoting wildlife crime. ENV Wildlife Crime Unit secured
agreements with web administrators to ban this advertising creating
‘Wildlife Safety Zones’
www.envietnam.org
L8 | ongoing
WCS
NGO / Foundation
Assisting law enforcement
Government / Law makers
Local law enforcement
Survey carried out in Vietnam to police and remove websites/links/forums
advertising or promoting wildlife crime. ENV Wildlife Crime Unit secured
agreements with web administrators to ban this advertising creating
‘Wildlife Safety Zones’
www.envietnam.org

KEY
Sector
Target Audience
Delivery Mechanism
Partners
Additional information

Nature of Demand-side Initiatives | Elephant (expanded case studies)

Research/mapping

R6 | 2012
Wildaid / Save the Elephants / Yao Ming Foundation
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research

R1 | 2013
IFAW
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research
Public
Rapid Asia (independent)
Evaluated the influence of PSA campaign (Mom I got teeth) on changing
public attitudes, knowledge and behaviours of ivory consumption
www.ifaw.org
R2 | 2007, 2013, 2014
IFAW
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research
Public
Shared with STE, UNEP & WildAid
Public opinion survey carried out in China to understand public attitudes to
ivory consumption

Public
Horizonkey Research Consultancy Group
Save the Elephants
Yao Ming Foundation
Survey carried out in China to examine public opinion around ivory
consumption and awareness of elephant conservation status.
www.wildaid.org
R7 | 2014
Save the Elephants/Yale University
NGO / University
Survey/Research
Campaign builders
Save the Elephants
Masters research project - in depth analysis of ivory consumers and
attitudes
www.savetheelephants.org
http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/blog/a-voice-for-elephants/

www.ifaw.org
R3 | 2002, 2004, 2006, 2009, 2011
IFAW
NGO / Foundation

Awareness

Survey/Research
Public
Physical market surveys carried out in China to understand nature of legal
and illegal market for ivory. Includes: Making a Killing: a 2011 survey of
Ivory Markets in China
www.wcs.org
R4 | 2007 (every 2 months)

A1 | 2012
IFAW
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Public
Media partners

NGO / Foundation

PSA campaign ‘Mom, I got teeth’ billboard campaign featured in Beijing’s
Capital International Airport and subways in Beijing, Tianjin, Guangzhou,
and Nanjing.

Survey Research

http://www.ifaw.org/united-states/node/2485

IFAW

Public / Corporates
Online market surveys carried out in China to understand online
marketplace for ivory.
www.ifaw.org
R5 | 2013
National Geographic / IFOP
Private Sector
Survey Research
Public
IFOP Asia
Public opinion survey of ivory trade in China
http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2013/02/26/the-ivorytrade-thinking-like-a-businessman-to-stop-the-business/

A2 | 2014
Save the Elephants: ECF
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Public
WildAid
Series of PSAs, billboard campaigns
www.wildaid.org

A3 | 2014

A7 | 2015

Save the Elephants: ECF

HSI

NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation

Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign

Education
Media/Social media campaign

Public / Youth / Children

Public, Youth/Children

UNEP/STE

The Jane Goodall Institute China, Rattle the Cage

Li Bing Bing: filming of series of short films

Filming documentary on Chinese students’ journey to Kenya to understand

http://savetheelephants.org/diary-reader/items/bingbing-in-samburu.html

the elephant crisis

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyRHTC45fqc

http://www.humanesociety.org/animals/elephants/

A4 | 2014
Wildaid

A8 | 2015
HSI
NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign
Public

Education
Media/Social media campaign
Public

Save the Elephants, UNEP

Speech tour in China by South African park rangers

Feature film with Yao Ming

http://www.humanesociety.org/animals/elephants/

www.wildaid.org
A5 | 2014
Clinton Global Initiative
NGO / Foundation
Corporate advocacy
Governmental advocacy
Corporates,
Government/law makers
Prof Bar-Yam, New England Complex Systems Institute
Systems analysis approach to survey all initiatives contained in the 2014
Elephant Commitments Programme (Reducing 1) Poaching, 2) Trafficking,
3) Demand
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/clinton-global-initiative/featuredcommitments/partnership-save-africas-elephants
A6 | 2013 ongoing
Clinton Global Initiative: Partnership to Save Africa’s Elephants

A9

| 2014

Rattle the Cage
Other
Media/Social media campaign
Public
HSI, Jane Goodall Foundation
Partnering with HSI and Jane Goodall Foundation to create impact
documentary
http://rattlethecage.org
A10 | 2014
Traffic/WWF China
NGO / Foundation
Media/Social media campaign
Public
Oglivy

NGO / Foundation

Vanishing Treasures campaign held in a high end Shanghai shopping mall:

Corporate advocacy, Governmental advocacy

http://www.ogilvy.com.cn/cds/news/president.aspx?con_id=3921

Corporates, Government/law makers
Wildlife Conservation Society, African Wildlife Foundation, World Wildlife
Fund, International Fund for Animal Welfare, The Nature Conservancy
and Conservation International & partners: African Parks Network,
"TTPDJBUJPOPG;PPTBOE"RVBSJVNT 'SBOLGVSU;PPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ 'SFFMBOE
Foundation, International Conservation Caucus Foundation, National
Geographic, Save the Elephants, TRAFFIC, WildAid, WildLifeDirect, Howard
Buffett Foundation
CGI is leading a coalition of partners in a ‘stop the demand’ campaign,
aiming to build on current awareness campaigns and promote
engagement with consumer country governments
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/clinton-global-initiative/featuredcommitments/partnership-save-africas-elephantscommitments/
partnership-save-africas-elephants

A11 | 2013 ongoing
WCS
NGO / Foundation
Media/Social media campaign
Governmental advocacy
Assisting law enforcement
Public, Corporates
Local partners: online platforms, local NGOs, corporations, policy makers
Online strategy comprises 4 parts: 1) Engage Chinese online public 2)
coordinate with local NGOs 3) Mobilise corporations through CSI, pledges,
tackling online trade 4) strengthen policy.
www.shouhudax.ang.org is a pledge website.
Features clips from a documentary called ‘Battle for the Elephants’.
jiudaxiang.org is a further platform.

Nature of Demand-side Initiatives | Elephant (expanded case studies)

Awareness

Pledge / Commitment

A12 | 2014

PC1 | 2014

TNC

Leonardo di Caprio Foundation

NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation

Media/Social media campaign

Other

Public

Other

Independent website design agency

Save the Elephants, WildAid

New website and online campaign launch accompanied by mobile
campaign, asking citizens to sign up to pledge not to buy, backed by
leading entrepreneurs

Pledge from LdC Foundation to support STE initiatives

http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/regions/africa/protectingelephants.xml
A13 | 2014
UNEP
NGO / Foundation
Advertising Campaign
Public
Goodwill ambassadors, media partners
Li Bing Bing: Launch of documentary around World Wildlife Day March
2014 ‘We must act now’ and associated media profiles

www.leonardodicaprio.com
PC2 | 2013 ongoing
Clinton Global Initiative
NGO / Foundation
Other
Corporates,, Government / law makers
Partnership to Save Africa’s Elephants: a collaboration between NGOs,
nations and foundations to pool $80m and implement solutions including
demand reduction initaives in 10 consumer markets between 2013-2016.
www.clintonglobalinitiative.org

www.unep.org
A14 | 2013
UNEP

Policy c/C

Awareness

NGO / Foundation
Media/Social media campaign
Public
Goodwill ambassadors, media partners
Li Bing Bing exposure trip to Kenya and ‘Say no to Ivory’ social media
campaign
www.unep.org
A15 | 2013
UNEP
NGO / Foundation
Other
Public

P1 | 2014-2015
IFAW
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign
Public
IFAW 2014-5 campaign on demand reduction will focus on public outreach,
community mobilisation, and policy change
www.ifaw.org

Goodwill ambassadors, media partners
Wild & Precious Global Transit Exhibition: Shanghai metro, Beijing Capital
International Airport
www.unep.org

Education
E1 | planned
HSI
NGO / Foundation
Training/Education

Policy change / Creation
P2 | 2013
Wildaid
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Corporate advocacy
Public / Corporates
Corporates: Wildaid China board chair, Mr Huang Nubo and 36 prominent
Chinese business leaders

Educational book for children.

Full page ad in the Beijing Times placed as gift - Huang Nubo led 36 CEOs
to publicly pledge never to buy, own, or give ivoryCorporates: Wildaid
China board chair, Mr Huang Nubo and 36 prominent Chinese business
leaders

www.humanesociety.org

www.wildaid.org

Youth/Children
Chinese Wildlife Conservation Association

P3 | 2014
Wildaid

LE

Awareness

NGO / Foundation
Corporate advocacy
Corporates

L1 | 1999 ongoing

China Arts and Crafts

TRAFFIC

Wildaid consultants worked with China Arts and Crafts, the largest ivory
retailer in HK, in persuading them to stop selling elephant ivory.

NGO / Foundation

www.wildaid.org

Government / law makers
Campaign builders

Survey / Research

P4 | 2014
TNC
NGO / Foundation
Governmental advocacy

Since 1999, TRAFFIC has been carrying out country surveys of trade in
ivory, along with trade in live elephants in some cases.
www.traffic.org

Government / law makers
Board members, corporates
Via influential board members, influencing dialogue amongst policy
makers at NPC and CPPC. TNC assisted in the preparation of a proposal
for presentation at the annual CPPC conference and backer Tony Ma is a
representative.
www.nature.org
P5 | 2013
WCS
NGO / Foundation
Governmental advocacy
Government / law makers
Government entities

L2 | 1999 ongoing
TRAFFIC
NGO / Foundation
Survey / Research
Public
TRAFFIC carried out an investigation of Viet Nam’s role in elephant and
elephant product trade in 2000 (Anon., 2002). In 2008, TRAFFIC set
out to compile existing and new information on the trade specifically
in elephant ivory in Viet Nam in consultation with relevant experts and
stakeholders.
www.traffic.org

Influencing dialogue amongst policy makers.
www.wcs.org
P6 | 2014

LE

Education

Wildaid
NGO / Foundation
Governmental advocacy
Government / law makers

L3 | 1999
IFAW

Yao Ming

NGO / Foundation

Wildaid ambassador Yao Ming delivered a petition to the CPPC Conference
asking the Chinese government to ban the sale of ivory

Assisting law enforcement
Training/Education

www.wildaid.org
P7 | ongoing

Public

Governmental advocacy

To save China’s last Asian elephants, IFAW initiated the Asian Elephant
Project in 1999 to - alleviate human elephant conflicts and map out
elephant habitat needs - enhance law enforcement to curtail elephant
poaching - educate locals and tourists about the importance of wild
elephant conservation.

Government / law makers

www.ifaw.org

Wildaid
NGO / Foundation

Government
Policy briefings with government officials
www.wildaid.org
P9 | 2013 ongoing
WCS
NGO / Foundation
Governmental advocacy
Corporate advocacy
Government / law makers
Board members, corporates
Encouraging corporates to ban use of ivory, backed by entrepreneurs
Jack Mao, Chairman of AliBaba Group, Chairmen of Tencent, Chinese
WhatsApp’s Tony Ma
www.nature.org

KEY
Sector
Target Audience
Delivery Mechanism
Partners
Additional information

Nature of Demand-side Initiatives | Rhino (Expanded case studies)

Research/mapping

Awareness

R1 | 2012–2013

A3 | 2014

Traffic

ENV

NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation

Survey/Research

Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign

Campaign builders, Government/law makers
Informed CITES rhino demand reduction
principles adopted at CITES CoP16

Public Youth/Children

Public opinion survey conducted in Viet Nam to understand consumer
attitudes towards rhino horn and associated fact sheet, “Rhino Horn
Consumers Factsheet, Traffic/WWF 2013)

Rhino ambassador Xuan Bac features in advertisements and social media
campaign

www.traffic.org
R2 | 2012–2013
HSI
NGO / Foundation

Media partners

www.envietnam.org
A4 | 2014–2015
CITES, Vietnam government
NGO / Foundation

Survey/Research

Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign

Campaign builders, Government/law makers

Public

CITES, Vietnam government

Media partners

Public opinion survey carried out in Viet Nam to understand
views and knowledge of rhino horn and conservation.

Series of further media/PSA initiatives focused on:
Vietnam Airlines ticket envelope to feature rhino horn demand reduction
messages. High-end magazines to lobby for inclusion of information about
campaigns. Electricity company to include rhino horn demand reduction
message on bills to the Hanoi area. 100 pharmacies/high end spas/shops
in Ha Noi to display posters.

www.humanesociety.org
R3 | 2014–2015
Traffic
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research
Campaign builders, Government/law makers

www.humanesociety.org
A5 | 2014
HSI

Work will lay groundwork for beginning to engage with identified consumer
groups in new ways, delivering information to actual rhino horn consumers
and intenders.

NGO / Foundation

www.traffic.org

CITES, Vietnam government, Media partner

Awareness

Advertising campaign, Media/Social media campaign
Public
Series of PSAs, billboard campaigns: City buses in Hanoi (Jan 2014) with
ads stating the penalties around rhino horn buying/selling/ transporting
Noi Bai airport / Vincom Tower elevator billboards
www.humanesociety.org
A6 | 2014

A1 | 2014
Traffic / WWF
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Public
Ogilvy
Ogilvy is designing a rhino PSA
http://en.wwfchina.org/en/what_we_do/traffic/

Investec
Other / Corporation
Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign
Public
Wilderness Foundation
Investec will promote awareness of the Investec Rhino Lifeline through
billboard/online advertising at a series of international sporting events,
and in Vietnam via press coverage of Vietnamese pop stars’ Thu Minh,
partnering with Will Fowlds, rhino vet.

A2 | 2014

https://www.investec.co.uk/about-investec/sustainability/planet/

Traffic / WWF

investec-rhino-lifeline.html

NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Public
Media partners
New Rhino PSAs broadcast in China more than 2,700 times across 7
network channels, amounting to a min of $11million in-kind broadcast
value in 2013. 2014 saw the launch of two new TV PSAs featuring HRH
Prince William, David Beckham and Yao Ming
www.wildaid.org
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A7 | 2012 – ongoing

A12 | xxxxx

Wildaid

ENV

NGO / Foundation

NGO / Foundation

Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign

Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign

Public Youth/Children

Public

Media partners
Chinese media launch in June 2013 of new PSAs featuring celebrities
on elephant ivory. Aired 7,697 times in China over 22 TV channels in
2013 amounting to a minimum of US$ 15million in-kind broadcast value.
Accompanying social media appeals and further media outreach
www.wildaid.org
A8 | 2014
Wildaid
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign
Public Youth/Children
CHANGE (Vietnam); Media partners
NJMMJPOFRVJWBMFOUBEWFSUJTJOHTQBDFTFDVSFEGSPNTUBUF57GPS14"
campaign, accompanied by billboards. In discussions around coproducing special content such as a music variety show (VTV) and minidocumentaries/news magazine pieces (VTC).Thu Minh, Thanh Bui, Jackie
Chan, Quoc Trung, Do Bao, Producer MC Anh Tuan, Actresses Minh Trang,
MC Phan Anh, Miss Vietnam Thu Thuy, singers Duc Tuan, Le Cat Trong Ly.
www.wildaid.org

Televised media roundtable and media briefing on issue of legalising
farming
www.envietnam.org
A13 | 2015
Wildaid
NGO / Foundation
Media/Social media campaign
Public
Media partners
Outreach to media outlets to promote production of news reports and
other coverage on the rhino horn trade, the poaching issue, Vietnam’s role
and stronger enforcement. In addition to co-producing TV programs with
VTV, VTC and others, WildAid is also producing print ads and articles for
Nhip Cau Dau tu (Investment Bridge) and Le Media’s dep (Beauty) and
Doanh Nhan (Entrepreneur) magazines amongst others.
www.wildaid.org
A15 | 2013
HSI

A9

| 2014

Wilderness Foundation
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign
Public
Thu Minh, Thanh Bui
Comprehensive demand reduction campaign as part of the Forever Wild
Rhino Initiative including: Vietnamese pop stars Thu Minh and Thanh Bui
participated in a trip to a rhino reserve in South Africa in order to generate
significant press coverage in the Vietnamese and South African press
http://www.wildernessfoundation.co.za/index.php?option=com_co

NGO / Foundation
Training/Education
Other
CITES, Vietnam government
Rhino horn demand reduction training session held with leaders of
800,000 member Ha Noi Women’s association, who agreed to spread the
campaign messages to their members and the Vietnam Women’s Union.
www.humanesociety.org

Awareness

Education

ntent&view=article&id=206:demand-reduction-campaignlaunched&catid=2:news&Itemid=18
A10

| 2014

ENV
NGO / Foundation

A16 | 2014
WWF
NGO / Foundation
Education / Other

Media/Social media campaign

Public /Youth/Children
Gaming partners

NGO / Foundation

Gaming app ‘Rhino Raid’ to educate youth on rhino poaching crisis

Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign

http://wwf.panda.org/how_you_can_help/games/rhino_raid/

Public
Journalist trip for Vietnamese press to South Africa
www.envietnam.org
A11 | 2013 – ongoing
ENV
NGO / Foundation

E3 | 2015
Wilderness Foundation
NGO / Foundation
Training/Education, Media/Social media campaign
Youth/Children
Investec Rhino Lifeline, 12 International schools in Vietnam, Journalists

Public

Sponsored trip to bring children from 12 top international schools in
Vietnam to South Africa to experience rhinos at the Investec Rhino Lifeline
project. Accompanied by journalists from Vietnam and SA and teachers.
Due to be scaled up in 2014-15. Youth ambassadors Thu Minh and Thanh Bui

Celebrity ambassadors assemble for day of awareness raising

www.wildernessfoundation.co.za

Media/Social media campaign

www.envietnam.org

Nature of Demand-side Initiatives | Rhino (Expanded case studies)

Education

Pledge / Commitment

E1 | 2014

PC1 | 2015

EWT: Demand reduction group

Save the Rhino

Coalition

NGO / Foundation

Training/Education

Other

Youth/Children
ENV, other Vietnam and international

Other

Competition to create a poster highlighting rhino conservation

Grant-giving to local partners across a range of initiatives

https://www.ewt.org.za

ENV, local organisations on the ground
www.savetherhino.org

E2 | 2014
HSI
NGO / Foundation
Training/Education

Policy Change / Creation

Corporates
CITES, Vietnam government

P1 | 2015

Vietnam Association of Small and Medium Enterprises Training Workshop
April 2014 on demand reduction

Wildaid

www.humanesociety.org
E4 | 2014
HSI
Coalition
Training/Education
Youth/Children
CITES
HSI produced a childrens’ book called ‘I’m a little rhino’ for the purposes
of childrens’ education: 5000 copies distributed to Hanoi school children.
Dissemination of educational materials through network of schools across
30+ provinces. 25,000 additional copied to be distributed, funding sought
for 600,000 further copies.
www.humanesociety.org

NGO / Foundation
Governmental advocacy
Government / law makers
Media partners
Wildaid would like to assist the government in adopting a stronger stance
on wildlife trade by promoting a burn of the confiscated rhino horn
stockpile. Assist in planning positive public relations associated with the
rhino horn burn and stronger enforcement activities
www.wildaid.org
P3 | 2013 – ongoing
WCS
NGO / Foundation
Governmental advocacy, Corporate advocacy
Government / law makers

E5 | 2014 - 2015
HSI
NGO / Foundation
Training/Education
Public
CITES, Vietnam government
HSI produced a booklet ‘Myths about the medicinal value of rhino horn’
including contributions from influential partners including the Vietnam
Traditional Medicine Institute, Ministry of Health
www.humanesociety.org
E6 | 2014
HSI
NGO / Foundation
Training/Education
Youth / Children
CITES, Vietnam government
Rhino horn demand reduction training sessions held at 5 universities
National competition launched to plan a rhino horn demand reduction
campaign. 800 students and faculty trained.
www.humanesociety.org

https://www.facebook.com/wcs.vietnam
P4 | 2015
Wildaid
NGO / Foundation
Governmental advocacy
Government / law makers
CHANGE, corporates, Nhip Cau Dau Tu
Working to develop a CEO pledge campaign, recruiting influential CEOs
and celebrities to stop using rhino horn. Working with Nhip Cau Dau
Tu, Wildaid will actively promote the project with their CEO network at
upcoming investor company and ‘Top 50 Companies’ awards events.
www.wildaid.org
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KEY
Sector
Target Audience
Delivery Mechanism
Partners
More information

NGO / Foundation
Governmental / Corporate advocacy. Training/Education
Government / law makers, Public
CITES, Vietnam government
National consultation workshop to provide information on 1) How demand
for rhino horn is impacting conservation of wild rhinos 2) laws, regulations
and penalties relating to the buying and selling of rhino horn in Vietnam 3)
how stakeholders can contribute to the corporative project to reduce rhino
horn demand. Total of 148 attended - 75 Vietnam gvmt representatives, 9
diplomats, 44 journalists - 32 Vietnamese language press reports resulted.
2nd national workshop planned for late 2014
www.humansociety.org

Law Enforcement
LE1 | 2014–2015
IFAW
NGO / Foundation
Assisting law enforcement
Training/Education
Government / law makers
CITES, Vietnam government
Working to develop a CEO pledge campaign, recruiting influential CEOs
and celebrities to stop using rhino horn. Working with Nhip Cau Dau
Tu, Wildaid will actively promote the project with their CEO network at
upcoming investor company and ‘Top 50 Companies’ awards events.
www.wildaid.org

KEY
Sector
Target Audience
Delivery Mechanism
Partners
Additional information

Nature of Demand-side Initiatives | Tiger (Extended case studies)

Research/mapping

R5 | 2005-2006
Traffic
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research

R1 | 1994-1999
Traffic
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research
Public, Campaign builders
Traffic has conducted a series of surveys including the following: 1994
-1996 a series of systematic surveys of the Chinese market, including
the availability of tiger products to purchase in Chinese traditional
medicine shops were carried out by Chinese researchers for TRAFFIC
East Asia (Mills, 1997) 1999: a TRAFFIC survey of shops in Hong Kong was
DPOEVDUFEJO XJUIBSFTFBSDIFSSFRVFTUJOH5JHFSCPOFNFEJDJOFT
(Anon., 1999b).
www.traffic.org
R2 | 2012

Campaign builders, Public
WWF
Report ‘Nowell, K. and Xu, Ling. (2007). Taming the tiger trade: China’s
markets for wild and captive tiger products since the 1993 domestic trade
ban. TRAFFIC East Asia, produced following findings of physical market
and consumer attitude surveys (medicinal use of bone and skins, tiger
bone wine) in China and Tibet
www.traffic.org
R6 | 2014
EIA
NGO / University
Training / Education
Government / law makers
ENV, local governement

NGO / Foundation

Investigators from EIA joined ENV to map the tiger trade / rhino horn
smuggling network - ENV case data used to inform investigation and
prosecutions

Survey/Research

http://eia-international.org

Traffic

Campaign builders
Government / law makers
WWF
Traffic’s paper, ‘Behaviour Change We Can Believe In: A Global Demand
Reduction Strategy for Tigers’ (Zain, 2013), comprehensively presents
strategic guidelines and frameworks for implementing a global demand
reduction strategy for tigers
www.traffic.org
R3 | 2004-2012
Traffic/WWF
NGO / Foundation

Awareness
A1 | 2013
Leonardo di Caprio Foundation
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Media/Social media campaign

Survey/Research
Training/Education

Public

Campaign builders, Public

PSAs created in partnership with WWF - ‘This Tiger is Running’

Global Tiger Initiative
Work will lay groundwork for beginning to engage with identified consumer
groups in new ways, delivering information to actual rhino horn consumers
and intenders.

www.leonardodicaprio.com
A2 | founded 2008

www.traffic.org

Global Tiger Initiative

R4 | 2011
Traffic/WWF Tigers Alive Initiative
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research
Campaign builders
Government / law makers
2010 Tiger initiative in Russia - followed by 2011 workshop in HK around
demand reduction for tigers and other flagship species

WWF

Coalition
Other
Campaign builders
World Bank, Smithsonian, Confederation of Indian Industry, Clemson
University, WWF, WCS, IFAW, Wildlife Alliance, National Geographic’s Big
Cats Initiative, the CITES Secretariat, INTERPOL, others
Global Tiger Initiative partners’ demand reduction strategy focuses on
consumer campaigns, defining target audiences and cultural mores, and
implementing large-scale, long-term demand reduction communications
campaigns
www.globaltigerinitiative.org
A3 | 2009
Kathmandu Tiger Workshop
Coalition
Training/Education
Government / law makers, Public
Global Tiger Initiative
The Kathmandu Tiger Workshop in October 2009 included a thematic
session on demand reduction
http://globaltigerinitiative.org/news-blog/by-tag/kathmandu-tigerworkshop/

A4 | 2014

Policy C/C Awareness

ENV
NGO / Foundation
Advertising campaign
Public
WWF
PSA & press release highlighting tiger bone consumption myths
www.envietnam.org

P1 | 2010 ongoing
IFAW / International Tiger Coalition
NGO / Foundation
Governmental / Corporate advocacy

A5 | 2014

Government / law makers, Other

WWF

CITES, International Tiger Coaliton

NGO / Foundation
Other

IFAW took the lead in the International Tiger Coalition (ITC) in highlighting
the dangers of the tiger farming trade. Various actions and interventions.

Public / Other

www.ifaw.org

Sacred Earth Initiative

http://bigcatrescue.org/international-tiger-coalition/

WWF’s Sacred Earth program builds a global dialogue with religious leaders
and faith institutions on ways to develop and enrich societal aspirations,
values, and lifestyles that are ecologically sustainable and spiritually
principled.
http://www.worldwildlife.org/initiatives/sacred-earth-faiths-forconservation

P2 | 2010
International Tiger Conservation Forum / St Petersburg Declaration on Tiger
Conservation
Coalition

A3 | 2009

Governmental advocacy, Other

Kathmandu Tiger Workshop

Government / law makers, Public

Coalition

Global Tiger Initiative

Training/Education

The St Petersburg Declaration on Tiger Conservation made by Heads of
State of Tiger range countries included an ‘Experts Roundtable on Public
Awareness Campaigns in Support of Tiger Conservation’ which highlighted
the importance of large scale campaigns to change behaviour of tiger part
consumers.

Government / law makers, Public
Global Tiger Initiative
The Kathmandu Tiger Workshop in October 2009 included a thematic
session on demand reduction
http://globaltigerinitiative.org/news-blog/by-tag/kathmandu-tiger-

www.globaltigerinitiative.org

workshop/

Aw

Education

A6 | 2010
Global Tiger Recovery Programme
Coalition
Governmental advocacy, Other
Government / law makers, Campaign builders
Global Tiger Initiative
The Global Tiger Recovery Programme agreed at the St Petersburg
International Tiger Conservation Forum included actions for building
public awareness and education, and eliminating demand. It was also
recommended that a study be done on demand elimination, the aim of
which would be to launch a a large scale co-ordinated behaviour change
campaign.
http://globaltigerinitiative.org/news-blog/by-tag/global-tigerrecovery-program/

KEY
Sector
Target Audience
Delivery Mechanism
Partners
Additional information

Nature of Demand-side Initiatives | Pangolin (expanded case studies)

Research / Mapping / Data

Awareness

RM1 | 2014

A1 | 2014

Imperial College

IUCN SSG Pangolin Specialist Group

University/Think Tank

NGO / Foundation

Survey/Research
Public, Campaign builders

Media/Social media campaign
Training/education

IUCN-SSC Pangolin Specialist Group

Public, Government / law makers

New study examining African Pangolin trade out of Gabon,
with reference to African-Asian trade routes

Specific recommendations for behaviour change and awarenessraising programmes as detailed in Scaling up pangolin conservation:
Recommendations from the 1st IUCN SSC Pangolin Specialist Group
Conservation Conference June 24-27, 2013, Singapore, including:
Research into consumers and their social networks
Liaison with the traditional medicine industry and other agencies
to reduce use

RM2 | 2007-2008
Traffic
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research
Public
Various
Pangolin surveys were conducted by TRAFFIC in various countries which
DPWFSFEBOBOBMZTJTPGUIFJMMFHBMUSBEFBNPOHTUPUIFSRVFTUJPOT$PVOUSJFT
include: Malaysia, Vietnam, Sumatra (Indonesia), Palawan (Philippines)
www.traffic.org

A2 | ongoing
ZSL EDGE
NGO / Foundation
Survey/Research, Training/Education, Media/Social Media
Public, Other

RM3 | 2006-7
NGO / Foundation

EDGE fellowship programme which funds pangolin conservationists/
programmes and runs awareness-raising initiatives from its online
platform

Survey/Research

http://www.edgeofexistence.org

Traffic

Public
China Wildlife Conservation Association (CWCA) and the China Wildlife
Trade Monitoring Network (CWTMN)
From December 2006 to January 2007, TRAFFIC partnered with the China
Wildlife Conservation Association (CWCA) and the China Wildlife Trade
Monitoring Network (CWTMN) to conduct a survey of agricultural markets,
restaurants and TCM wholesale/retail shops in the five Chinese cities
where the illegal pangolin trade was thought to be concentrated.

Awareness

Education

A3 | ongoing

www.traffic.org

National Trust for Nature Conservation, Nepal/ Zoological
Society of London (ZSL) EDGE Fellowship programme
NGO / Foundation

R/M

Aw

Ed

LE

Survey/Research
Training/Education
Public, Other
Zoological Society of London (ZSL) EDGE Fellowship programme

RM1 | ongoing
IUCN SSG Pangolin Specialist Group
NGO / Foundation
Media/Social media campaign
Training/education, Survey/Research
Public, Government / law makers
Informed CITES rhino demand reduction
principles adopted at CITES CoP16
Public opinion survey conducted in Viet Nam to understand consumer
attitudes towards rhino horn and associated fact sheet, “Rhino Horn
Consumers Factsheet, Traffic/WWF 2013)
www.traffic.org

Chinese pangolin conservation project in the Eastern Himalayas of Nepal
initiated with support from the Zoological Society of London (ZSL) EDGE
Fellowship programme. Aims to: collect baseline information on the
ecology, status and distribution/threats facing the Chinese pangolin
and generate support for their conservation. Includes formation of a
Pangolin Conservation Committee (PCC) in Nangkholyang village working
as a local level organisation to control illegal activities in the village and to
raise public awareness for pangolin conservation
http://www.edgeofexistence.org/community/project_info.php?id=109
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A4 | ongoing
Carnivore & Pangolin Conservation Programme /
Zoological Society of London (ZSL) EDGE Fellowship programme
NGO / Foundation
Other
Youth/Children, PublicGovernment / law makers
Zoological Society of London (ZSL) EDGE Fellowship programme
Pangolin conservation project previously supported by Zoological Society
of London (ZSL) EDGE Fellowship programme:
Comprehensive pangolin conservation facility including various areas of
focus: Series of talks to children in schools, working with forestry dept
officials, research and data gathering, hosting/facilitating journalist visits
http://www.cucphuongtourism.com/index.php/en/conservation/
carnivore-a-pangolins-.html

A5 | 2008
Traffic
NGO / Foundation
Other
Government / law makers, Campaign builders
Wildlife Reserves Singapore
Workshop on trade and conservation of pangolins in South and South East
Asia, Singapore Zoo.
http://www.pangolinsg.org/files/2012/07/Singapore-Proceedings.pdf

KEY
Sector
Target Audience
Delivery Mechanism
Partners
Additional information
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